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            Abstract
The evolution of avian flight remains one of biologyâ€™s major controversies, with a long history of functional interpretations of fossil forms given as evidence for either an arboreal or cursorial origin of flight. Despite repeated emphasis on the â€˜wing-strokeâ€™ as a necessary avenue of investigation for addressing the evolution of flight1,2,3,4, no empirical data exist on wing-stroke dynamics in an experimental evolutionary context. Here we present the first comparison of wing-stroke kinematics of the primary locomotor modes (descending flight and incline flap-running) that lead to level-flapping flight in juvenile ground birds throughout development (Fig. 1). We offer results that are contrary both to popular perception and inferences from other studies5,6,7. Starting shortly after hatching and continuing through adulthood, ground birds use a wing-stroke confined to a narrow range of less than 20Â°, when referenced to gravity, that directs aerodynamic forces about 40Â° above horizontal, permitting a 180Â° range in the direction of travel. Based on our results, we put forth an ontogenetic-transitional wing hypothesis that posits that the incremental adaptive stages leading to the evolution of avian flight correspond behaviourally and morphologically to transitional stages observed in ontogenetic forms.
[image: ]
Our data suggest a default or basal wing-stroke is used by young and adults and may exist in all birds (Supplementary Videos). The fundamental wing-stroke described herein is used days after hatching and during all ages and over multiple behaviours (that is, flap-running, descending and level flight) and is the foundation of our new ontogenetic-transitional wing hypothesis. At hatching, chicks can ascend inclines as steep as 60Â° by crawling on all four limbs. From day 8 through adulthood, birds use a consistently orientated stroke-plane angle over all substrate inclines during wing-assisted incline running (red arcs) as well as during descending and level flight (blue arcs). Estimated force orientations from this conserved wing-stroke are limited to a narrow wedge (see Fig. 3b).
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                    Figure 2: 
                        Average stroke-plane angle among locomotor styles in three frames of reference.
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Figure 3: 
                        Comparison of wing-stroke plane angle, estimated force orientation and angle of attack among locomotor styles.
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        Editorial Summary
A new angle on flight
The quest to understand the origin of flight from the study of fossils and modern birds has spawned two distinct camps: those that think early birds took off from the ground, and those that think they started to fly by falling from trees or cliffs. The observation of birds in flight has not been very helpful, because wing movements vary so much depending on what the birds are doing. Now by filming chukars (a quail-like ground bird) in action, Dial et al. show that our confusion is a matter of perspective. If the line of the vertebral column is the reference frame, the wings appear to move according to particular behaviours. But if instead the angle that the wings make with the ground (gravity) is considered, it is found that this angle occupies a narrow range, irrespective of what the body is doing. Thus the flight stroke was a matter of learning to flap at a particular angle, irrespective of whether the protobird took off from the ground or jumped from a great height.
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